
Performance
Specifications

1. PART 1 GENERAL
 1.1 Installation diagrams by the manufacturer shall be provided for each distinct installation outlining the 
       following:
  1.1.1 Areas and types of wiring to be used,  (riser and transitions from 2hr rated areas to general areas)  
           including gross distances. 
  1.1.2 Power calculations for battery backup and maximum voltage drop. Wire type and gauge for power  
           and communication wire.

2. WIRING
 2.1 System wiring shall be at minimum twisted pair (FPLP) mid-cap 18Ga solid conductor for communications  
       and twisted pair (FPLP) 14 to 18 Ga solid conductor for power. See installation diagram from manufacturer  
	 						for	specific	gauge	and	distance	requirements.
 2.2	Wiring	must	be	installed	in	accordance	with	NFPA	72	two-hour	fire-rated	wiring	survivability	requirements.		 
       Wiring shall meet all established state and local electrical codes.  All wiring shall test free from opens,  
       grounds and shorts. 

3. BASIC SYSTEM OPERATION
 3.1 When the system is in normal operating mode without active calls, the command panel display shall show a  
       blue button for events and system menu. 
 3.2 When an emergency call is placed at an area of refuge call station, the events button on the home screen  
       shall change from blue to yellow and an audible tone must be sounded.  The operator shall acknowledge the  
       call by pressing the ‘EVENTS’ button icon on the command panel touchscreen.  After the call is 
       acknowledged, a talk-listen dialog box must appear on the screen to enable “push to talk” mode operation.   
	 						A	location	Identification	label,	area	name	or	room	number	shall	be	displayed	on	screen	to	identify	the	location	 
       of the caller. An “end” button icon shall be visible on the talk-listen display to reset and end the call. All 
       additional active unacknowledged calls from remote call stations shall remain as yellow icons on the display,  
       allowing them to be acknowledged in the order determined by operator.
 3.3 The command panel must include a push-to-talk microphone as an alternative to screen-based push to talk  
       operation.
 3.4 To ensure that communication is not lost during high background noise emergency situations, the area of  
       refuge system must feature half-duplex, push-to-talk operation.  Area of refuge systems that are full-duplex  
       or VOX-operated shall not be permitted.

4. PRODUCTS
 4.1 The system installed shall be a comprehensive addressable microprocessor-based area of refuge 
       communications system consisting of one or more command panels each capable of handling up to 30 area  
       of refuge remote call stations.

5. COMMAND PANEL
 5.1 The command panel shall be used with a listed power supply capable of providing battery backup for the  
	 						specified	load,	and	supply	contacts	for	both	A/C	and	Battery	faults.	Systems	that	require	an	uninterruptable		  
	 						AC	power	supply	(UPS)	system	shall	not	be	accepted.
 5.2	The	command	panel	shall	have	an	integral	color	touchscreen	LCD.
 5.3 When the button icon for an incoming call is selected by touching the onscreen icon, a talk-listen dialog box  
       shall appear with button icons to enable “push to talk” operation.  The dialog box shall include an 
	 						identification	number	or	room	number	of	the	call	station	that	initiated	the	call.
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 5.4 The command panel user interface must include an events button icon for incoming emergency calls or 
       system faults. The events button icon shall remain blue when no conditions exist ( normal state) and change  
	 						to	yellow	in	the	event	of	an	emergency	call,	system	power	loss,	a	call	station	being	off-line,	or	command		  
	 						panel	battery	loss.		When	a	yellow	events	button	icon	is	pressed,	the	first	emergency	call	shall	be	answered,	 
       followed by any other existing emergency call. If no emergency calls exist, text describing the trouble 
       condition must be displayed behind a user input password.
 5.5 The command panel shall include an integral tamper resistant mylar cone speaker and omnidirectional 
       microphone.  The speaker shall emit a tone each time a call is received at the command panel.
 5.6 The command panel shall include a hand-held push-to-talk microphone with coiled cord.
 5.7 The command panel instructions for operation shall be printed inside the enclosure in proximity to the 
       operating controls.
 5.8 The command panel housing must be made of 16-gauge steel and include a protective outer door with twist  
       latch.  An optional key lock shall be available to secure the command panel against unauthorized access.

6. AUTOMATIC TELEHPONE DIALER (OPTION)
 6.1	The	command	panel	must	be	configurable	for	the	addition	of	an	addressable	automatic	telephone	dialer.			  
       When a call remains unacknowledged at the command panel for a preset period, the automatic telephone  
	 						dialer	shall	utilize	standard	DTMF	tones	to	call	the	telephone	number	of	an	alternate	assistance	location.			 
       The telephone number to be called shall be software programmable in the dialer. 
 6.2 The automatic telephone dialer shall be capable of receiving a downloaded, prerecorded message for play  
       upon connection to a telephone that it has dialed.  The prerecorded message shall include the area of refuge  
       location and instructions for answering the call.

7. REMOTE CALL STATION
 7.1 The remote call station shall be an addressable device that includes an integral red push button, a mylar  
       cone tamper-resistant speaker, and an omnidirectional microphone.
 7.2 The remote call station must emit an audible tone when a call that it has initiated is received at the command  
       panel.
 7.3	The	remote	call	station	shall	include	a	red	“HELP	REQUESTED”	LED	that	remains	illuminated	from	the	time	 
	 						that	a	call	is	initiated	until	it	is	terminated.		When	no	calls	have	been	placed	the	“HELP	REQUESTED”	LED	 
       shall blink every 30 seconds to identify normal operation and change to blink rapidly  in the event of an 
       interruption in network connectivity.
 7.4	The	remote	call	station	must	include	a	“REQUEST	ACKNOWLEDGED”	LED	that	shall	illuminate	once	the	call	 
       is acknowledged and picked up by the command panel and shall remain solid while the  call is in progress.    
	 						When	no	calls	have	been	placed	the	“REQUEST	ACKNOWLEDGED”		LED	shall	blink	every	30	seconds	to	 
       identify normal operation, and change to blink rapidly in the event of an interruption in network connectivity.
 7.5 The remote call station enclosure shall be made of 16-gauge steel with a hinged cover plate secured with  
       tamper-proof screws. 
 7.6	The	remote	call	station	shall	be	able	to	be	surface	or	flush	mounted.
 7.7 The	remote	call	station	shall	include	an	integrated	tamper	resistant	label	window	for	location	identification.
 7.8 The remote back box shall include terminals rated for use with multiple conductors per terminal  and wire  
       gauge from 14-22 AWG.

8. PART 4 INSTALLATION
 8.1	Complete	system	shall	be	installed	in	strict	accordance	with	manufacturer’s	recommendations.
 8.2 All wiring shall be installed in raceways where routed through plenum ceiling areas or plenum rated cabling.
 8.3	Remote	call	station	shall	be	installed	no	higher	than	48”	(1.2m)	above	the	finished	floor	for	forward	reach	and	 
       54” (1.27m) for side reach.
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